Here’s how you can help:

- **Knit or crochet** infant clothing (blankets, hats, etc) with your friends and family, using peach and/or mint green yarn if you can. Please consider the smallest pattern size possible for these little babies—some suggestions or ideas for patterns can be found here: [http://bit.ly/2d0aaRx](http://bit.ly/2d0aaRx).

- **Share** pictures of your knitted masterpieces online using the hashtag #LittleLungs, along with photos from your knit-in.

- **Send** your creations to **Knit Big for Little Lungs, P.O. Box 7588 Princeton, NJ 08543** by November 30, with a mention of your group’s name so we know who to thank. AstraZeneca will deliver the items in your name to babies at select children’s hospitals.

*Please use machine-washable materials and avoid wool if possible.

---

**Help raise awareness for protection of little lungs**

This October and winter, you can make a big difference for babies at risk of contracting RSV. Email [knitbigforlittlelungs@astrazeneca.com](mailto:knitbigforlittlelungs@astrazeneca.com) to get started, or to get more information.

AZ and our Advocacy Partners are committed to raising awareness to help protect vulnerable infants